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1. Introduction

The preliminary mathematical analysis, which was carried out on the data generated by
Project CP78 for 20 gauge interlock and 14 gauge 1x1 rib fabrics, was described in
Research Record No. 129. From the linear regression equations and coefficients
developed by this analysis, several computer models have been built which enable
predictions of finished fabric dimensions etc. to be made with what, so far, appears to be a
fair degree of accuracy for fabrics within the range of the data base.

The report indicated however that a more sophisticated analysis should be undertaken
which would, for example, check the statistical significance of some of the apparent
differences identified between finishing routes. Ideally, this should have been carried out
before tackling the more complex single jersey data base - the subject of this report.
However, the need for some guidance on the behaviour of single jersey fabrics became
increasingly urgent. Also, it was clear that a great deal of essential information could be
accessed and an immediately useful, if unsophisticated, predictive model could be
developed by proceeding with a first stage analysis of the single jersey data before a re-
analysis of the double jersey results was undertaken.

Initially, a series of preliminary studies was made which examined various aspects of the
single jersey results in an attempt to gain an insight into some of the major influences on
relaxed dimensions. The full reports on these preliminary assessments are included in the
Final Report to the TPI Steering Group on projects Kl and K2, but the main conclusions
are transcribed here as they helped to shape the analytical approach.

1. Although an independent effect of machine gauge could not be proved, neither could
it be unequivocally discounted. However, it may be justified to ignore, in the first
instance, the possibility of a gauge influence on the grounds of the importance of
establishing the major relationships and the overall scatter in the data.

2. The effect of twist level is small and probably insignificant from a commercial point
of view. However, when alternate yarns of equal and opposite twist are knitted there
is a definite and significant effect upon fabric dimensions.

3. Fabrics produced from singles and two-fold yarn of the same resultant count, knitted
to the same stitch length and finished through the same route have different relaxed
dimensions.

4. No consistent differences were found in the fully relaxed dimensions of equivalent
fabrics finished through either a tubular or open-width route.

5. Differences in relaxed dimensions of equivalent fabrics processed through different
dyeing machines were not considered to be significant from a practical point of view.

6. The effect of piece mercerising on the relaxed dimensions of sets of similar fabrics
was significantly different depending on whether mercerising was carried out tubular
or open-width.

7. Spirality is influenced by the twist liveliness of the yarn and the tightness of the fabric
and the finishing route. There is a strong possibility that spirality can be predicted
using twist liveliness and fabric tightness as the main parameters in a mathematical
model. However, it will be necessary to develop a method of measuring twist
liveliness in finished fabrics.
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2. General Approach

Taking into account the conclusions from these reports and the experience of the analysis
of the double jersey data, the approach to the analysis of the single jersey data was based
on the following assumptions.

1. That the form of the equations developed for interlock and rib fabrics would also be
appropriate for single jersey. Therefore, in principle, no preliminary investigation of
other models would be carried out with the exception of the “classical” equations.

2. That, similarly to interlock and rib, there would be no effect of fabric tightness (stitch
length) on the changes in yarn tex brought about by wet processing. Therefore,
average tex values could be calculated for each yarn/finish.

3. Any potential influence of machine gauge on relaxed dimensions would, at this stage,
be ignored and the analysis made across gauges.

4. Fabrics from singles and two-fold yarn would be treated independently in respect of
finished relaxed dimensions.

5. Although differences between dyeing machines were not found to be of practical
significance, individual regression analysis would be performed on all the finishing
routes individually - although the major series of Kl fabrics processed through tubular
and open-width finishing would also be analysed in combination if this were found to
be permissible.

6. The influence, if any, of spirality on relaxed dimensions would be ignored for the time
being. A theory for accommodating the effect of spirality in the context of a
predictive model will be developed at a later stage.

7. The main thrust of the analysis would concentrate on the fabrics produced for Kl and
K2. The spirality trial fabric results will be examined in terms of the regressions
established for the equivalent K1 fabrics from yarns of standard twist and twist
direction, with the exception of fabrics produced from alternate ends of S and Z twist
yarn where results are available over three yarn counts and three machine gauges.

3. Mathematical Analysis

The next few sections summarise the analytical steps which were taken in order of the
properties examined. Plots illustrating some of the results are included for each section,
but to include every possible variation is prohibitive. A fairly comprehensive graphical
representation is on file for consultation as and when required.

3.1. Yarn Count

The yarn count, as knitted, had been measured in our laboratory, by sampling the original
cones, and also by Courtaulds Central Technology Unit at Heron Mill, by sampling the
residual packages after knitting. Weighted averages were calculated for each yarn count
from these two series of measurements. The yarn count in the finished, relaxed state had
been measured in our laboratory by withdrawing courses from the relaxed fabrics. For all
the finishing routes the five estimates for a given yarn count and finish were averaged to
arrive at the finished relaxed count. The original values for count were reported in units
of Ne but these were converted to tex before averaging and before the regression analysis
was carried out.
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Regression analysis was carried out by the least squares method using the model

y = a + b . x

where y is the finished relaxed tex, x is the tex as knitted, a and b are the regression
coefficients.

Initially, the individual coefficients for the K1 series of fabrics were calculated separately
for both singles and two-fold yarns and finishing routes. An examination of the results
however indicated that it would be possible to first combine the two major finishing
routes and, secondly, the singles and two-fold yarns. Finally, all the results with the
exception of the mercerised fabrics were included in one combined equation.
Individually, the correlation coefficients for each finishing route are always better than r =
0.99 and for the combined equations r is better than 0.999.

Table 1 contains the constants for the equations with their corresponding values for r2 for
all the routes individually and combined. Figures 1 to 4 illustrate the results of the
combined regressions for grey, standard finished, tubular mercerised and open-width
mercerised, together with their respective illustrations of calculated vs. measured data.
Figure 5 illustrates the four regression lines plotted together without data.

The results seem to indicate that yarn tex is not as sensitive to slight variations in standard
finishing routes as appeared to be shown by the double jersey results. Grey relaxed tex is
certainly different from dyed and finished relaxed tex but there does not appear to be a
significant effect of dyeing procedure. Mercerising certainly has a more dramatic effect
on yarn tex and this also appears to be influenced by the method of mercerisation, i.e.
tubular vs. open-width. There does not appear to be any difference in relaxation between
the behaviour of singles and two-fold yarns.

Judging by the very high correlation coefficients and the range of yarns included, Ne 1/16
to Ne 2/80, it would seem likely that the double jersey results could also be included in a
joint analysis of compatible routes.

3.2. Stitch Length

Stitch length had been measured in the grey fabric and in the finished relaxed material.
Values for stitch length are reported by the laboratory in units of mm but these were
converted to cm before the analysis was carried out.

The least squares method of regression analysis was performed on the data using the
model

y = a + b . x

where, y is the finished relaxed stitch length, x the grey relaxed stitch length, a and b are
correlation coefficients.

Similarly to the analysis of yarn tex, individual coefficients for the Kl series of fabrics
were calculated separately for both singles and two-fold yarns and finishing routes. An
examination of the results again indicated that it may be possible to combine the two
major finishing routes and secondly the singles and two-fold yarns. The analysis was
then performed on the K2 series of fabrics combining singles and two-fold yarns and
finally all the standard finishing routes were combined into one regression.

Individually, the correlation coefficients for each finishing route are always better than r =
0.987 and for the combined equation r is better than 0.99.
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Table 2 contains the constants for the equations with their corresponding r2 for all the
routes individually and combined. Figures 6 to 9 illustrate the results of the combined
regressions for grey, standard finished, tubular mercerised and open-width mercerised
together with their respective illustrations of calculated vs. measured data. Figure 10
illustrates the four regression lines plotted together without data.

Similarly to the comments made regarding yarn tex, it would appear that there is some
justification for using the combined equation for standard finishing routes. There does
not appear to be a significant influence of dyeing machine or yarn type, i.e. singles or
two-fold.

The effect of mercerisation again appears to be dependent on the method of processing -
tubular mercerising having a more pronounced influence.

3.3. Wales

As a starting point the “classical” theory which purports that wales/cm can be predicted
solely from the reciprocal of stitch length was checked using the model:

y = a + b / l

where, y is the finished relaxed wales/cm, l is the finished relaxed stitch length, a and b
are constants.

As indicated by the preliminary studies, singles and two-fold yarns were treated
separately and, with the exception of the major Kl finishing routes which were in addition
combined, each finishing route was examined individually.

Similarly to the double jersey analysis, although the equations describe the data
reasonably accurately there was still a strong indication that a yarn count effect was
present. Consequently the entire analysis was repeated using the following model.

y = a + b / l + c . √tex 

where, a, b, and c are constants, l is the finished relaxed stitch length and tex is the
averaged finished relaxed yarn count as measured in the fabrics.

The regression coefficients and corresponding r2 are tabulated in Table 3 for both singles
and two-fold yarns.

The individual correlation coefficients are always better than 0.977 and average for both
singles and two-fold yarns at 0.989. The combined regression for the Kl fabrics through
R-95 and RS-OW has a correlation of r = 0.987 for both singles and two-fold yarns.

At this stage, no attempt has been made to try and combine other finishing routes, as
without further statistical evaluation it was considered to be unwise. For the time being
therefore the individual equations for the K2 routes should probably be used although
there is a strong argument for using the combined equation for the Kl fabrics.

Figures 11 to 20 illustrate some of the results.

3.4. Courses

The analysis for courses was exactly analogous to that for the wales described in the
previous section with similar conclusions.

The “classic” model,
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y = a + b / l

was checked and found to be capable of improvement so, therefore, the analysis was re-
run using

courses/cm = a + b / l + c . √tex 

with a clear improvement in the correlation coefficients. Individual values for r were
always better than 0.978, the averages for singles yarns being 0.989 and for two-fold 0.99.
The respective combined equations have r values of 0.984 and 0.978.

Similarly, no attempt was made to combine other finishing routes and therefore, the same
comments apply as for wales.

Figures 21 to 30 illustrate some of the results. Table 4 gives the equations.

3.5. Weight

There exist in the single jersey data base three separate estimates of fabric weight for each
fabric quality.

 One set (notated “Beta”) contains data obtained using the Beta gauge.

 A second set (Wt C+W) contains data obtained by the “cut & weigh” method.

 The third set of estimates (MnWt) were derived by averaging the measurements of
weight made using the β-gauge and the weight calculated from the observed values of 
courses, wales, tex and stitch length.

The reasons for this apparently anomalous situation are complex and will be the subject of
a separate report. For the time being, however, the Mean Weight data are considered to
give the most accurate estimates for fabric weight and, as such, have been the only figures
used in this analysis. All references to fabric weight made in this report therefore refer
exclusively to the Mean Weight data.

As reported in Research Record No. 129 on the interlock and rib analysis, there are, in
principle, three ways to approach the calculation of weight.

1. Weight = courses x wales x tex x stitch length

where the values for courses, wales, tex, and l in the fully-relaxed fabric can be
calculated using the regression equations described in the previous sections.

2. Weight = S x tex x stitch length

where S, the product of courses and wales, is calculated via a new regression
equation. The justification for this approach being that the variability in S tends to be
less than that in the individual measurements of courses and wales.

3. Weight = f (tex, stitch length)

where a new regression equation is developed which uses only finished relaxed tex
and stitch length to calculate fabric weight.

The relevant equations already exist if approach No. 1 is considered to be the most
desirable. Therefore, no further analysis is required. Both the other two methods
however require additional equations to be developed and these are considered in the
following two sections.
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Calculation via Stitch Density, S

The analysis of the double jersey data indicated that the most suitable equation for
predicting stitch density was:

S = a + b / l2 + c . tex

where, l2 is the square of stitch length as measured in the relaxed fabric, tex is the
measured relaxed tex and a, b and c are constants.

Table 6 gives the regression coefficients and r2 values for each route.

The correlation coefficients r are always better than 0.988 and average 0.995 for singles
yarns and 0.994 for two-fold yarns.

However, two other models were also checked for all the data.

The simplest “classical” equation is

y = a + b / l2

and the most complicated model that could be derived from the already-studied equations
for course and wale densities is

y = a + b / l2 + c . tex + d . √tex / l 

Average values for r were:

for the simple model, 0.992 for singles yarns and 0.993 for two-fold yarns and,

for the more complicated model, 0.995 for both singles and two-fold yarns.

Similarly to the double jersey analysis there was no significant gain in correlation by
including a fourth term. However, it is obvious from these results why the model

y = a + b / l2

has been long preferred by “classical” theory. This notwithstanding, the model

S = a + b / l2 + c . tex

is preferred as it will probably have a more universal application, e.g. across structures
where the influence of changes in tex is more pronounced.

Figures 31 to 41 illustrate some of the results. The equation used to calculate the curves
on these graphs was actually the more complicated, four-term model but it is unlikely that
the preferred equation would have appeared to draw a different line.

An inspection of these graphs will illustrate the lack of a significant influence of yarn tex
and it would appear that even the mercerised fabrics could in this case be included in a
single joint regression.

The calculation of weight via a regression for stitch density may yet prove to be the most
reliable method.

Direct Regression Against Weight

The model found to give the best results for interlock and rib fabrics was:

y = a + b . tex / l

where, y is the finished relaxed fabric weight, tex is the measured relaxed average tex, l
the relaxed stitch length, and a and b are constants.
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This model was therefore applied to the single jersey data.

Table 6 lists the regression coefficients and r2 values for each finishing route. The
individual values for r were always better than 0.98 and averaged 0.983 for singles yarns
and 0.986 for two-fold yarns. The combined regressions for K1 finished fabrics were
0.99 and 0.98, singles and two-fold.

Figures 42 to 51 illustrate some of the results.

3.6. Spirality Trial

As stated in Paragraph 7 in Section 2, the results obtained from the fabrics included in the
spirality trial were to be be examined in terms of the regressions established for the
standard K1 fabrics.

The Kl control finish for the spirality trial fabrics was RotoStream Dye, Open-width
finish (RS-OW) and therefore the equations for this route are those used for comparison.

The coefficients and r2 values for the regression equations for fabrics made from alternate
ends of S and Z twist yarns are given in Table 7. The same models were used as for the
main analysis.

Figures 52 to 57 illustrate some results.

An examination of these plots suggests the following:-

Yarn Count

The standard combined equation for singles yarns would appear to adequately describe
the behaviour of the “non-standard” (high-twist and low-twist) yarns. These data could
therefore be included in any recalculation of the coefficients. For the time being,
however, the combined equation as it exists could be used in any predictive model.

Stitch Length

The above observations for yarn count apply equally to stitch length.

Courses, Wales, Weight and Stitch Density

Although discrepancies can be found in the graphs, which would appear to indicate an
effect of twist level/direction, the differences are in the main small. In the absence of a
more sophisticated analysis the equations derived from the K1 series can probably be
used reasonably confidently if guidelines are required for fabrics knitted from yarns with
high, low or reverse twist - at least within the range of twist factors 3.0 to 4.0.

However, for the S&Z fabrics, separate regressions for courses and wales are essential
and they do describe the data with reasonable precision. Separate equations for weight
and stitch density are also probably justified but the differences are much smaller and will
need testing for significance.
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4. Conclusions

1. A set of empirical equations have been developed which can be used to predict the
fully-relaxed dimensions of a wide range of plain single jersey fabrics with a high
degree of precision.

2. There is strong evidence to support the opinion that universal equations (i.e. across
structures) can be developed to predict the changes in tex and stitch length brought
about by wet processing. The IIC Reference Relaxation Procedure, or indeed any
shrinkage test, is, of course, also a wet process. Separate consideration regarding the
finishing route is only required for those processes which in some way chemically
modify the cotton, e.g. mercerising, crosslinking.

3. Judging by the small and probably insignificant differences observed between
different jet dyeing machines on the properties under consideration, there is evidence
to suggest that combined equations can be developed, for each structure probably but
also potentially across structures. Winch dyeing and winch/continuous bleaching
should probably not be included without further experimental data on single jersey
fabrics.

4. The differences observed, between similar fabrics produced from singles and two-fold
yarns, re-emphasise the probability that at least one other parameter besides yarn
count and stitch length is needed to explain dimensional changes (e.g. yarn bulk,
surface friction, stiffness etc.).

5. The radical effect of combining yarns of opposite twist on the relaxed dimensions of a
fabric, although significant in practice probably only applies to plain single jersey
constructions. Therefore the equations developed should be adequate for the time
being at least.

6. The effect of varying twist levels appears to be small in practical terms, although a
statistical analysis should probably be carried out. For the time being the equations
developed for fabrics made from “standard” singles yarns processed through
“standard” finishing routes should prove adequate. This may not apply to mercerised
or crosslinked fabrics
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